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Polarimetry Requirements
• Precise knowledge of hadron and electron beam polarization 

desired to match excellent statistical precision that will be 
achieved at EIC
– !"

" = 1% for both hadrons and electrons
• Additional requirements

– Measurement of polarization bunch-by-bunch
– Ability to measure “polarization profile” – transverse and 

longitudinal
– Rapid measurements to track time-evolution of polarization

• Should measure polarization at multiple locations to facilitate 
machine setup and characterization
– Source
– Acceleration
– Steady-state in ring
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Polarimetry Strategy
• EIC will make use of existing suite of proton polarimeters

– 200 MeV polarimeter just after polarized source
– p-Carbon polarimeter in AGS 
– Hydrogen Jet polarimeter for absolute measurement in ring
– p-Carbon polarimeter for fast, relative measurements in ring
– Improvements for polarimeters in ring needed/planned
– Extend existing polarimeters for use with light ions à 3He 

(D)
• EIC will require new polarimeters for electron beam

– Mott polarimeter near source
– Møller polarimeter for RCS
– Compton polarimeter(s) in ring
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EIC Layout
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EIC Layout

Hadron Polarimeters

pC polarimeterHydrogen jet polarimeter

200 MeV polarimeter AGS pC polarimeter
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EIC Layout

Electron Polarimeters

Compton polarimeter (transverse)

Mott Polarimeter

Møller Polarimeter 
(near RCS extraction)

Compton polarimeter (“longitudinal”)?
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Hydrogen-Jet Polarimeter
Hydrogen-jet polarimeter makes use of elastic p-p scattering in the Coulomb-

nuclear interference (CNI) region

à Beam polarization can, in principle, be extracted via single-spin (left-right) 

asymmetry

à Analyzing power not a-priori well known 

Use of polarized jet target bypasses 

sensitivity to analyzing power (An):

For asymmetry ! = #$%:

!&'() = #$%&'()
!*(+,'* = #$%*(+,'*

%&'() = !&'()
!*(+,'*

%*(+,'*

H-Jet polarimeter has achieved high precision at RHIC: (dP/P)syst=0.6%

à Measurements time consuming: (dP/P)stat ~ 2% for 8 hour period
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p-Carbon Polarimeter 
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Si strip detectors
(TOF, EC)

18cm

Ultra thin Carbon 
ribbon Target
(5 µg/cm2)

p-Carbon polarimeter also uses elastic 
scattering in CNI region
à Uses thin carbon ribbon
à Very low energy, recoiling carbon

detected in silicon strip detectors
à Polarization extracted via L-R

asymmetry

High rates, thin target allows extraction 
of polarization across transverse profile 
of beam

à Analyzing power requires cross-
calibration with H-jet polarimeter

!"#$% = −("#$%)*
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AGS and 200 MeV Polarimeters

Ultra thin Carbon 
ribbon Target

(5 µg/cm2)

1

34

5

6

2

Si strip detectors
(TOF, EC)

51cm

AGS p-Carbon polarimeter similar to 
RHIC p-Carbon polarimeter with 

slightly different layout

à Fast, relative measurements

à Verify beam polarization before
injection into EIC ring at ~ 25 GeV
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200 MeV Polarimeter located after 
linac following polarized source

à Analyzing power well known from 
measurements at IUCF

AN= 0.993+/- 0.003
à Total systematic error dP/P ~ 0.6%
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Hadron Polarimetry Challenges at EIC

From RHIC to the EIC

Requirements for the EIC: bunch by bunch polarization measurement with 1%

uncertainty

Challenges: less time between bunches (with respect to RHIC), possibly
polarized prompt background to elastic scattering signal events

Background asymmetry, 10 measurements of

RHIC pC polarimeters in 2017

Ana Sofia Nunes (BNL) Hadron Polarimetry for the EIC February 4, 2020 6 / 15

EIC Luminosity and Bunch Spacing

� Carbon polarimeters (high rate)

� Reduced bunch spacing requires rejection and understanding of background

� Potential background asymmetry or dilution

� Loss of increased asymmetry at lower energies, 𝐴 (−푡)

Hadron Polarimetry at an Electron-Ion Collider / PSTP 2019

13

120 bunches → 1320  bunches
106 ns → 8.9 ns

Bunch length

Detector resolution

à Good events selected via Energy-
time correlation à “banana plot”

à Shorter bunch spacing at EIC 
makes this problematic – more 
sensitive to backgrounds

à Prompt background may also carry 
some asymmetry

RHIC – pC data (107 ns bunch spacing)

EIC – (~10 ns bunch spacing)
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Hadron Polarimeter Backgrounds
Simulation of current RHIC H-Jet polarimeter
Generated events: 1M, Ebeam = 255 GeV, w/ detector acceptance cut

2017 Hjet data Pythia6 pp simulation Pythia6 pp simulation
non elastic events, �t = 0 non elastic events, �t = 3.7 ns

Dpmjet3 pp simulation Dpmjet3 pp simulation
non elastic events, �t = 0 non elastic events, �t = 3.7 ns

Ana Sofia Nunes (BNL) Simulations for hadron polarimetry April 7, 2020 3 / 12Ana Sofia Nunes (BNL)

Work ongoing to simulate backgrounds and compare to existing RHIC data
à Also took data with extra detector layer to see if that helps suppress low 
energy backgrounds - still under analysis
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Other Hadron Polarimetry Issues
• In addition to the backgrounds, there are other issues for 

the hadron polarimeters
– Need improved DAQ – probably streaming DAQ, 

better time resolution for digitization
– Carbon target lifetime – high currents, heating by 

wake fields could cause target issues – detailed 
engineering study required

• Polarimetry for light ions
– Predictions exist for analyzing powers for polarized D, 

3He, but would be useful to get measurements
– Could possibly be done at RHIC with polarized D/3He 

jet targets and unpolarized beams
• Possibility to use elastic e-D scattering to measure 

tensor polarization under investigation
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Compton Polarimetry

June 4, 2018 11:23 WSPC/INSTRUCTION FILE electron˙polarimetry

34 Aulenbacher, Chudakov, Gaskell, Grames, Paschke
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Electron	beam

Scattered	electrons
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electron
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g

Fig. 21. Key components in a Compton polarimeter including the laser system, photon detector,
and electron detector. One or more steering magnets are required to deflect the electron beam
away from the photon detector as well as momentum-analyze the scattered electrons.

While Compton polarimetry has been used to measure the transverse polarization
of electron beams in storage rings, the technique relies on measuring the spatial
dependence of the asymmetry, hence high precision is di�cult to achieve.

The unpolarized cross section and longitudinal analyzing power are shown in
Fig. 20. These figures assume a 532 nm (green) laser colliding with electron beams
from 1 to 27 GeV. The unpolarized cross section shows only a modest dependence on
beam energy, while the longitudinal analyzing power changes rather dramatically.
At the kinematic endpoint, E� = Emax

� , the analyzing power grows from 3.5% at
1 GeV to 58.8% at 27 GeV.

4.2. Apparatus and Measurement Techniques

The key components required for a Compton polarimeter are a laser system and a
detector for either the backscattered photon or the scattered electron. The require-
ments on these components depend on the accelerator in which the polarimeter is
deployed. A cartoon of a “generic” Compton polarimeter is shown in Fig. 21.

4.2.1. Laser system

The choice of laser system depends crucially on the accelerator environment. Stor-
age rings generally operate at high average electron beam current (on the scale of
mA) so that rapid polarization measurements can be made using commercial lasers
operating at ⇠1-10 W. In addition, typical storage ring bunch structures (short
bunches at relatively low repetition rates) mean that low average power lasers op-
erated in pulsed mode result in high instantaneous luminosities, which in turn lead
to a built-in suppression of beam-related backgrounds (primarily Bremsstrahlung
radiation). In this case, the polarimeter must be operated in “multiphoton” mode,
which will be discussed later.

Polarimeter Energy Sys. Uncertainty

CERN LEP* 46 GeV 5%

HERA LPOL 27 GeV 1.6%

HERA TPOL* 27 GeV 1.9-3.5%

SLD at SLAC 45.6 GeV 0.5%

JLAB Hall A 1-6 GeV 1-3%

JLab Hall C 1.1 GeV 0.6%

Compton polarimetry has been used 
extensively in both fixed-target and 
collider environments – standard 
technique in storage rings since it is 
non-destructive

àHighest precision has been 
achieved using electron detection, 
for longitudinally polarized 
electrons

*Transverse
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Polarization Measurement via Compton 
Polarimetry

Compton polarimetry can be used to measure both longitudinal and transverse 
electron beam polarization

Along =
2⇡r2oa

(d�/d⇢)
(1� ⇢(1 + a))


1� 1

(1� ⇢(1� a))2

�
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Polarization Measurement via Compton 
Polarimetry

184 D . B .  G U S T A V S O N  et al. 
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Fig. 10. (a) Sum and (b) difference distributions for a polarized 
positron beam at 3.60GeV. The resulting value of .4ex p is 
(2.55___0.14)%. 

circular polarization is switched from left to rigth at 
a frequency of about 20Hz by switching the 
voltages on the Pockels cell. However, before 
serious data taking, the voltage settings of the 
Pockels cell must be empirically checked to deter- 
mine that (a) maximal left and right circular polari- 
zation are obtained, and (b) false asymmetry effects 
due to residual linear polarization are minimized. 

Preliminary voltage settings were determined 
with the aid of a Babinet-Soleil compensator. Using 
these settings as starting values, the detector is 
operated with the beam at an energy known to 
yield zero polarization. Defining V s = V+ + V and 
V ~ = V + - V _ ,  where V+ and V are the Pockels 
cell voltages which nominally yield right and left 
circular polarization, the final settings of the cell 
voltages are then obtained by varying V s and V~ 
while accumulating vertical profile data for the two 
polarization states. The difference between the two 
profiles is made zero by an appropriate choice of V~, 
and V s is later chosen to optimize the observed 
asymmetry on a genuine polarization signal. 

3.4. ASYMMETRY MEASUREMENTS 
AS shown in section 1, a non-zero positron beam 

polarization results in an up-down asymmetry in 

the backscattered gamma ray vertical distribution. 
During a data run, vertical distributions are accu- 
mulated separately for right and left circular polari- 
zation settings of the Pockeis cell. An individual 
run lasts typically 2-3 rain, preceded and followed 
by 10 s laser-off runs. With - 15 kHz backscattered 
rates, approximately 106 events are normally accu- 
mulated in each distribution. The actual width of 
the distribution is dependent on the beam energy. 
The difference between distributions for left and 
right circular polarization is shown in fig. 9b for an 
unpolarized positron beam at an energy of 
2.05 GeV, and in fig. 10b for a polarized beam at 
3.60 GeV. 

The experimental asymmetry Aexo is obtained 
online by the following procedure: 

a) The left (L) and right (R) distributions are 
added together and the most probable bin is 
determined. 

b) Individual up-down asymmetries are calcu- 
lated, defined as 

U -  D = AL,R ' 
U--+D L.R 

where U, D refer to sets of bins above and 
below the most probable bin, and are chosen 
to maximize the statistical precision of the 
measurement. The experimental asymmetry is 
then defined as Aex0= (AL--AR)/2. This com- 
bination eliminates false asymmetries due to 
inexact centering of the U, D regions or other 
systematic effects. 

A 3 min run typically yields a value of Aexp with a 
statistical error of _0.001. 

4. Results 
Fig. 11 shows an example of asymmetry mea- 

surements as a function of time during a single 
T I 1 , i 

~_~ 2 ~ ~ r ~ ~  _ T  

o~  

E=3.7 OeV 

0 1 ~  I I I 
0 20 40 60 

TIME (mnn) 
Fig. 11. Measured asymmetry versus time with 3.7 GeV posi- 
trons in SPEAR. 

Transverse polarization typically measured 
via spatial dependence (up-down) of 
asymmetry

Longitudinal polarization measured via counting 
asymmetry vs. energy, or energy-integrated 
asymmetry 

Photon-
energy 
weighted 
asymmetry

JLab – Hall A

JLab – Hall C

Detector strip # à Scattered electron energy
SPEAR @ SLAC
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Compton Polarimetry at EIC
Historically, highest precision Compton polarimeters have measured 
longitudinal beam polarization
à Asymmetry a function of backscattered photon energy

At EIC, the default location of the Compton polarimeter will be at IP12 where 
beam is transverse
à Need to measure an up-down asymmetry
à Backscattered photon cone very small – good position resolution required

Transverse Compton polarimeters used at several facilities, but not 
typically for absolute beam polarization

à Highest precision transverse polarimeter was at HERA
dP/P = 1.9-3.5%

Better precision can be achieved, but careful thought and design required

EIC Compton Polarimeter will incorporate detection of backscattered 
photon and scattered electron à first time scattered electrons used for 
transverse polarization measurement
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HERA Transverse Polarimeter

HERA TPOL operated in single-photon 
mode w/CW laser
à Used calorimeter segmented into upper

and lower halves
à Up-down energy asymmetry serves as

proxy for up-down position asymmetry

⌘ =
EU � ED

EU + ED
<latexit sha1_base64="Ocsk3YhymnmjLbcSyJDLvCC9rOs=">AAACB3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLQQaLIIglEUE3QlELLiuYttCEMJlO2qGTSZiZCCV058ZXceNCEbe+gjvfxkmbhbYeGPg4917u3BMkjEplWd9GaWFxaXmlvFpZW9/Y3DK3d1oyTgUmDo5ZLDoBkoRRThxFFSOdRBAUBYy0g+F1Xm8/ECFpzO/VKCFehPqchhQjpS3f3HeJQvASuqFAOGv4zknDvxnncJyDb1atmjURnAe7gCoo1PTNL7cX4zQiXGGGpOzaVqK8DAlFMSPjiptKkiA8RH3S1chRRKSXTe4Yw0Pt9GAYC/24ghP390SGIilHUaA7I6QGcraWm//VuqkKL7yM8iRVhOPpojBlUMUwDwX2qCBYsZEGhAXVf4V4gHQiSkdX0SHYsyfPQ+u0Zmu+O6vWr4o4ymAPHIAjYINzUAe3oAkcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8EfG5w+18pfs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ocsk3YhymnmjLbcSyJDLvCC9rOs=">AAACB3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLQQaLIIglEUE3QlELLiuYttCEMJlO2qGTSZiZCCV058ZXceNCEbe+gjvfxkmbhbYeGPg4917u3BMkjEplWd9GaWFxaXmlvFpZW9/Y3DK3d1oyTgUmDo5ZLDoBkoRRThxFFSOdRBAUBYy0g+F1Xm8/ECFpzO/VKCFehPqchhQjpS3f3HeJQvASuqFAOGv4zknDvxnncJyDb1atmjURnAe7gCoo1PTNL7cX4zQiXGGGpOzaVqK8DAlFMSPjiptKkiA8RH3S1chRRKSXTe4Yw0Pt9GAYC/24ghP390SGIilHUaA7I6QGcraWm//VuqkKL7yM8iRVhOPpojBlUMUwDwX2qCBYsZEGhAXVf4V4gHQiSkdX0SHYsyfPQ+u0Zmu+O6vWr4o4ymAPHIAjYINzUAe3oAkcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8EfG5w+18pfs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ocsk3YhymnmjLbcSyJDLvCC9rOs=">AAACB3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLQQaLIIglEUE3QlELLiuYttCEMJlO2qGTSZiZCCV058ZXceNCEbe+gjvfxkmbhbYeGPg4917u3BMkjEplWd9GaWFxaXmlvFpZW9/Y3DK3d1oyTgUmDo5ZLDoBkoRRThxFFSOdRBAUBYy0g+F1Xm8/ECFpzO/VKCFehPqchhQjpS3f3HeJQvASuqFAOGv4zknDvxnncJyDb1atmjURnAe7gCoo1PTNL7cX4zQiXGGGpOzaVqK8DAlFMSPjiptKkiA8RH3S1chRRKSXTe4Yw0Pt9GAYC/24ghP390SGIilHUaA7I6QGcraWm//VuqkKL7yM8iRVhOPpojBlUMUwDwX2qCBYsZEGhAXVf4V4gHQiSkdX0SHYsyfPQ+u0Zmu+O6vWr4o4ymAPHIAjYINzUAe3oAkcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8EfG5w+18pfs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ocsk3YhymnmjLbcSyJDLvCC9rOs=">AAACB3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLQQaLIIglEUE3QlELLiuYttCEMJlO2qGTSZiZCCV058ZXceNCEbe+gjvfxkmbhbYeGPg4917u3BMkjEplWd9GaWFxaXmlvFpZW9/Y3DK3d1oyTgUmDo5ZLDoBkoRRThxFFSOdRBAUBYy0g+F1Xm8/ECFpzO/VKCFehPqchhQjpS3f3HeJQvASuqFAOGv4zknDvxnncJyDb1atmjURnAe7gCoo1PTNL7cX4zQiXGGGpOzaVqK8DAlFMSPjiptKkiA8RH3S1chRRKSXTe4Yw0Pt9GAYC/24ghP390SGIilHUaA7I6QGcraWm//VuqkKL7yM8iRVhOPpojBlUMUwDwX2qCBYsZEGhAXVf4V4gHQiSkdX0SHYsyfPQ+u0Zmu+O6vWr4o4ymAPHIAjYINzUAe3oAkcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8EfG5w+18pfs</latexit>

Blanka Sobloher, PSTP 2009
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HERA Transverse Polarimeter
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Figure 11: !(y) transformation function as determined from Silicon calorimeter combined
data. Points are measurements, the line represents the description for converted photons
used in the parametrised Monte Carlo. The bottom plot shows the deviations between the
points and the fit.

depositions in the upper and the lower half of the calorimeter and thus the !(y) function
as well as the total energy response EU + ED.

In the Silicon detector only photons which converted in the lead converter in front of
the Silicon detector can be measured. Photons which do not convert do not leave a
signal. The electromagnetic shower of converted photons however is slightly di!erent
from the one of unconverted photons, resulting in small di!erences for both the !(y)
transformation as well as the total energy response for both classes. In the polarisation
measurement all data are accumulated, being a mixture of converted and non-converted
photons.

The !(y) function determined from data combining both Silicon detector and the
calorimeter for converted photons is shown in Fig. 11, the total energy response as
determined from the same data is shown in Fig. 12. A combined fit to both data sets
is used to determine all relevant parameters of the analytical model.

• The analytical physical model of the electromagnetic shower used to measure the !(y)
transformation for converted photons from the Silicon calorimeter combined data al-
lows for the extrapolation to the one of non-converted photons as described in more
detail below. The di!erence between the two curves is confirmed by detailed GEANT3
simulations [11], as is indicated in Fig. 13.

• The energy resolution of the calorimeter has been tuned between measurements from
Silicon calorimeter combined data and detailed GEANT3 simulations. Resolution cor-
relations between the two calorimeter halves need to be taken into account as the two
halves share the same shower. The resolution correlations do not influence the reso-
lution of the total response EU + ED but have an impact on the ! resolution. The

14

⌘ =
EU � ED

EU + ED
<latexit sha1_base64="Ocsk3YhymnmjLbcSyJDLvCC9rOs=">AAACB3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLQQaLIIglEUE3QlELLiuYttCEMJlO2qGTSZiZCCV058ZXceNCEbe+gjvfxkmbhbYeGPg4917u3BMkjEplWd9GaWFxaXmlvFpZW9/Y3DK3d1oyTgUmDo5ZLDoBkoRRThxFFSOdRBAUBYy0g+F1Xm8/ECFpzO/VKCFehPqchhQjpS3f3HeJQvASuqFAOGv4zknDvxnncJyDb1atmjURnAe7gCoo1PTNL7cX4zQiXGGGpOzaVqK8DAlFMSPjiptKkiA8RH3S1chRRKSXTe4Yw0Pt9GAYC/24ghP390SGIilHUaA7I6QGcraWm//VuqkKL7yM8iRVhOPpojBlUMUwDwX2qCBYsZEGhAXVf4V4gHQiSkdX0SHYsyfPQ+u0Zmu+O6vWr4o4ymAPHIAjYINzUAe3oAkcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8EfG5w+18pfs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ocsk3YhymnmjLbcSyJDLvCC9rOs=">AAACB3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLQQaLIIglEUE3QlELLiuYttCEMJlO2qGTSZiZCCV058ZXceNCEbe+gjvfxkmbhbYeGPg4917u3BMkjEplWd9GaWFxaXmlvFpZW9/Y3DK3d1oyTgUmDo5ZLDoBkoRRThxFFSOdRBAUBYy0g+F1Xm8/ECFpzO/VKCFehPqchhQjpS3f3HeJQvASuqFAOGv4zknDvxnncJyDb1atmjURnAe7gCoo1PTNL7cX4zQiXGGGpOzaVqK8DAlFMSPjiptKkiA8RH3S1chRRKSXTe4Yw0Pt9GAYC/24ghP390SGIilHUaA7I6QGcraWm//VuqkKL7yM8iRVhOPpojBlUMUwDwX2qCBYsZEGhAXVf4V4gHQiSkdX0SHYsyfPQ+u0Zmu+O6vWr4o4ymAPHIAjYINzUAe3oAkcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8EfG5w+18pfs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ocsk3YhymnmjLbcSyJDLvCC9rOs=">AAACB3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLQQaLIIglEUE3QlELLiuYttCEMJlO2qGTSZiZCCV058ZXceNCEbe+gjvfxkmbhbYeGPg4917u3BMkjEplWd9GaWFxaXmlvFpZW9/Y3DK3d1oyTgUmDo5ZLDoBkoRRThxFFSOdRBAUBYy0g+F1Xm8/ECFpzO/VKCFehPqchhQjpS3f3HeJQvASuqFAOGv4zknDvxnncJyDb1atmjURnAe7gCoo1PTNL7cX4zQiXGGGpOzaVqK8DAlFMSPjiptKkiA8RH3S1chRRKSXTe4Yw0Pt9GAYC/24ghP390SGIilHUaA7I6QGcraWm//VuqkKL7yM8iRVhOPpojBlUMUwDwX2qCBYsZEGhAXVf4V4gHQiSkdX0SHYsyfPQ+u0Zmu+O6vWr4o4ymAPHIAjYINzUAe3oAkcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8EfG5w+18pfs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ocsk3YhymnmjLbcSyJDLvCC9rOs=">AAACB3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLQQaLIIglEUE3QlELLiuYttCEMJlO2qGTSZiZCCV058ZXceNCEbe+gjvfxkmbhbYeGPg4917u3BMkjEplWd9GaWFxaXmlvFpZW9/Y3DK3d1oyTgUmDo5ZLDoBkoRRThxFFSOdRBAUBYy0g+F1Xm8/ECFpzO/VKCFehPqchhQjpS3f3HeJQvASuqFAOGv4zknDvxnncJyDb1atmjURnAe7gCoo1PTNL7cX4zQiXGGGpOzaVqK8DAlFMSPjiptKkiA8RH3S1chRRKSXTe4Yw0Pt9GAYC/24ghP390SGIilHUaA7I6QGcraWm//VuqkKL7yM8iRVhOPpojBlUMUwDwX2qCBYsZEGhAXVf4V4gHQiSkdX0SHYsyfPQ+u0Zmu+O6vWr4o4ymAPHIAjYINzUAe3oAkcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8EfG5w+18pfs</latexit>

Key systematic uncertainty related to mapping energy asymmetry to position
à Measured in-situ with position sensitive strip detector
à Systematic uncertainty in h-y calibration dominated by strip pitch à 0.5%

Other significant contributions to systematic uncertainty include:
à Beam optics and position
à Detector energy resolution

Blanka Sobloher, PSTP 2009
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Recoil Electron Detection

X position (cm)
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Recoil electron positon

Beam parameters for recoil electron detector: 
BetaX = 40m; emittanceX = 24nm; 
SigmaX = 970 um; 
15*sigmaX = 1.45 cm;

75.4% for 2cm 
81.9% for 1.5cm 

Transverse Compton polarimeters typically detect backscattered photon
à Would like to detect scattered electron as well

Increasing 
electron energy

Backscattered photon 
cone small – on the 
scale of few mm at 25 m

à Scattered electron 
cone much smaller

à Dipole will spread out 
electrons horizontally, 
but some vertical 
defocusing may be 
required to measure 
up-down asymmetry

à Quads likely 
complicate analysis

Zhengqiao Zheng (BNL)
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 4

Time Requirements
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analyzing power = 0.4

Mean analyzing power at 18 GeV (green laser)

Rate estimates assuming 1-shot, 10 W laser pulsed at beam frequency at 18 GeV
à Need to carefully consider number of backscattered photons per crossing – if

multiplicity >1, may complicate measurement
à Short bunch spacing (10 ns below 18 GeV) may prove challenging – fast 

detectors required
à Can “sample” beam bunches if detector response an issue, but would increase 

measurement time

Rate Estimates (time requirements)

Zhengqiao Zheng (BNL)
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4

IR6 layout

Advantage: Close to the IP,  just after the spin rotator 
Disadvantage: Very crowded, need to consider the geometry of other 
components like hadron carb cavity;  
Need very strict restrictions on the geometry of the quadrupoles; 
Need very comprehensive study on the background; 

 

Compton Polarimeter at IR 6

Investigating option of having additional polarimeter closer to IR
à Electron beam would be significantly longitudinal – less spin transport to extract 

polarization at IP 
à Region very crowded – needs very careful consideration of detailed geometry
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Mott Polarimetry
Mott scattering: "⃗ + $ → "
à Spin-orbit coupling of electron spin with (large Z) target nucleus gives 

single-spin asymmetry for transversely polarized electrons

Mott polarimetry useful at low energies  
à ~ 100 keV to 5 MeV
à Standard technique for use in polarized electron injectors

July 23, 2018 10:7 WSPC/S0218-3013 143-IJMPE 1830004

K. Aulenbacher et al.

Fig. 1. The Mott scattering analyzing power for gold as a function of scattering angle and electron
energy. Figure reproduced from Ref. 27 with minor modifications.

2.1.1. Mott asymmetry measurement

Consider a Mott polarimeter with a pair of detectors arranged above (up) and
below (down) a target foil defining the normal (n̂) to the vertical scattering plane.
An electron beam with fully horizontal polarization P may be either parallel or
anti-parallel to n̂. The number of electrons scattered through an angle ! up and
detected, Nu, is proportional to 1 + PS(!). Similarly the number scattered down
and detected, Nd, is proportional to 1 ! PS(!). The experimental asymmetry (")
is defined as the di!erence in the number of electrons scattered up versus down
divided by their sum

" =
Nu ! Nd

Nu + Nd
= PS(!). (4)

Although Eq. (4) can be used to compute the experimental asymmetry, instrumen-
tal errors between the detectors introduce uncertainty in the measured polarization.
These errors are introduced by inequalities in the pairs of detectors, or misalign-
ments and inhomogeneities in the beam or target. Consider again the up and down
detectors where the beam is well-aligned and scatters into both detectors at an
angle !. The e"ciencies (Qu, Qd) and solid angles (#$u and #$d) of the detectors
can be di!erent. For a beam of spin-right (+) electrons the number of scattered
elastic electrons detected are then

N+
u = i+#+Qu#$uI(!)[1 + PS(!)],

N+
d = i+#+Qd#$dI(!)[1 ! PS(!)],

(5)

where i+ and #+ are the beam current and target density for this spin state. If
Qu#$u "= Qd#$d an experimental asymmetry due to the detectors exists. This

1830004-8
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Mott polarimeter 
highly desirable 
for use in EIC 
injector
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JLab 5 MeV Mott

Jefferson Lab 5 MeV Mott Polarimeter

Routinely used in CEBAF injector

• Optimized for operation at 5 MeV
• Studied between 3-8 MeV

• Detectors at 172.7 degrees
• Thin and thick scintillators

• Typically uses thin gold target (1 
µm or less)

• Some backgrounds possible due 
to nearby beam dump 

• Has been studied using lower 
duty cycle beam + time of 
flight

• Recent extensive systematic 
studies suggest overall 
systematic uncertainty < 1%
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Polarimetry for RCS
• Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) will accelerate an 

electron bunch up to 18 GeV once per second

• Polarimeter needed for RCS to help diagnose possible 

polarization issues

• Challenge: Beam is continuously accelerated – will not 

be able to measure each bunch multiple times at same 

beam energy

• This can be mitigated by operating the RCS in multi-

ramp or flat-top mode

• Compton polarimetry difficult to implement over a wide 

range of beam energies à analyzing power, 

backscattered photon energy change rapidly

• Møller polarimetry might be better option
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Møller Polarimetry

-7/9

"⃗ + "⃗ → " + "• Møller polarimetry benefits from 
large longitudinal asymmetry à -7/9

à Asymmetry independent of 

energy
• Rates are large, so rapid 

measurements are easy
• The need to use Fe or Fe-alloy foils 

means measurement must be 
destructive
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2-quad spectrometer provides (nearly) energy-independent analyzing power

Hall C Møller
polarimeter 
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Summary
• EIC will use existing H-Jet and pC polarimeters from RHIC 

with some improvements
– Local hadron polarimetry also desirable to track 

polarization with time, verify direction optimization
– 200 MeV and AGS polarimeters will provide additional 

information on evolution of polarization through the 
machine

• EIC will require new polarimeters for electrons
– Transverse Compton polarimeter will be located at IR12

• Plan to incorporate photon and electron detection
• Rates and detector requirements under study

– Mott polarimeter desired to provide polarization 
information at electron source

– Møller polarimeter likely solution for RCS polarimetry
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CFNS Workshop – Polarization and 
Polarimetry

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7583/ June 26, 29, July 1, 2020

….The aim of this workshop is to bring together experts in electron and hadron beam 
polarimetry as well as experts in polarized beams in accelerators. The program will 
include several invited talks, but contributed submissions are also welcome. Abstracts 
may be submitted through the conference web site 
(https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7583/abstracts/) and will be accepted until May 31. 

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we will hold the workshop online (through 
Zoom). To facilitate a wider collaboration we have decided to split the workshop over 3 
separate days with a reduce schedule (June 26th, June 29th and July 1st). Please 
register in order to get connection information.

Organizing Committee:
Elke Aschenauer (BNL), Ciprian Gal (Stony Brook), Dave Gaskell (JLab), Haixin Huang (BNL), 
Vasiliy Morozov (JLab) Vadim Ptitsyn (BNL) and  Ferdinand Willeke (BNL)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7583/
https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7583/abstracts/
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